Kitchen
is for

We cultivate a deep respect for the whole of Earth & Creation, as we help
people connect with a passion for Life, through the shared experiences of
preparing & enjoying beautifully-sourced, delicious food.

Rooted deeply in authentic expressions of culinary traditions from around the world, we serve all people looking
for high-quality, ethically-sourced, vital foods. We delight seekers of exquisite food experiences, as well as those
with demanding diets, as we stir magic & healing stories into everything we prepare.

Further, we plant the seeds of a more resilient world by sharing skills & knowledge required to prepare amazing
food anywhere, while investing in a community food system that nourishes deeply any place we call Home.

K is for Kitchen :: Menu of Services
Personal Chefs

Contact us!

Meals For Your Week & Festive Meals at Home!

Frances Rose & Acorn

Educational Dinner Parties

www.KisforKitchen.com

Holistic Nutrition Consultation & Menu Planning

KisforKitchen@gmail.com

Learn to prepare amazing peasant foods of the world! with friends!

We help you & yours achieve optimal diets!

Cooking Instruction

732.306.8400

Individuals, groups, team-building, gifts!

Buying Club Organization
Righteous food to your Home for less money!

Speaking Engagements
Cultivating regenerative food systems at any scale!

Thank you for your
fierce determination
to serve Life on Earth!

the CSK :: a Community Supported Kitchen :: presented by West Philly’s Cultural Engine
We plant the seeds of a more resilient world by sharing skills & knowledge required to prepare
amazing food anywhere, while investing in local community & a regenerative food system that nourishes
deeply any place we call Home. Further, we help people connect with a passion for Life, through
the shared experience of preparing & enjoying, beautifully sourced, delicious food.
We host regular faemily cook days, open to anyone, and offer a subscription menu (listed below) of prepared foods
& pantry staples that are designed to add depth, zest, and serious nourishment to your day-to-day food world.
*FERMENTS*

*APPLE SPECIAL*

*SUNFLOWER ZA'ATAR*

Contact us at:

*ALLI-ZINGER PASTE*

*BONE BROTHS*

*HOUSE SPICE*

*CHILI BLACK BEAN SAUCE*

CulturalEngine@gmail.com & CulturalEngine.wordpress.com

or, learn more from our subscription form directly at: http://bit.ly/CSKsubs
A note on how we operate :: We strive to find a transcendent balance between gathering the financial
abundance we need to offer our goods & services, while keeping our offerings accessible to all. It is
your sliding-scale donations, time trades, & bartering that keep our kitchen running in the gift economy.

A regenerative food system is one that heals the planet, and raises the collective health of our
shared communities. Meanwhile, we explore the potential of living systems to self-organize,
as we add value to our interconnected lives.

